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MARIANNE TUTTLE CHOSEN
FOR IMPORTANT "Y" POST
Vol M

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Opera "Die Fledermaus" Opening
This Evening A! Conservatory

January 11, 1957 — No. 12

Marianne Tuttle, a senior at
Pacific, was chosen Southwest
.regional "Y" co-chairman at the
Asilomar conference held during
Christmas vacation. The South
west region, one of nine in the
United States, includes California,

"Y"s- in the region, working to
serve and unite these local branch
es. They must evaluate and direct
the intercollegiate activities,
which include conferences, such
as that held at Asilomar, sum
mer work projects, and leadership
training.
Marianne and Frank will meet
with the old regional chairmen
during February to learn more
about the duties and responsibil
ities of their office. Then, in Au
gust, they will travel to the Na
tional Convention. At this meeting
of the chairmen of all nine reg
ions, the local chapters will be
given voice on the national level
by their regional chairmen. The
National Convention will also plan
programs and policies for the fol
lowing year.

"Master Builder" Is
GOP TV Presentation

By STEVIE CHASE
cas Underwood, the combined
"Master Builder," a three act
opera classes of COP and Stock
Die Fledermaus (The BaT), a ton College' will form the chorus dramatic piece by Heinrik Ibsen,
popular opera by Johann Strauss, for the production. The chore will be produced Monday, Janu
will be staged in four perform ography for the opera will be ary 14, on KOVR-TV.
ances by College of the Pacific handled by Mrs. Annely Uherek.
The hour-long presentation will
and Stockton College musicians
be of special interest to PacificMembers of the cast are Hilde- ites because of the all-student
on January 11, 12, 18, and 19 in
garde Sabrowsky, Rosalinde; Bill cast.
the Conservatory.
Marianne and Frank were se
One of the gayest of all the mus Thompson, Eisenstein; Lois LeThe play is concerned mainly
lected as candidates for the chair
ical plays by the Viennese waltz Bonte and June Spencer, Adele;
with an ill-fated architect and the
manship after the delegations
king, the plot of the opera centers Johnnie Wheeler, Alfred; Barbara
three women who love him (one
Pease,
Orlofsky;
Rhys
Da
vies,
from each school at the recent
around a crooked baron. Baron
eventually causes his downfall).
Asilomar conference had given
von Eisenstein, having insulted a Frank; Malcolm Stone, Dr. Falke; There is also the young architect
Lestelle
Johns,
Sally;
Glen
Saltheir suggested nominations to a
public official, finds that he must
who works with the Master Build
central
nominating committee.
bach,
Dr.
Blind;
and
Donald
spend an eight-day sentence in
er, his sick father, and a doctor. Nevada, Arizona, and the Hawai This committee narrowed the list
Smith, Frosch.
the local jail.
ian Islands.
down to several candidates, who
The cast is headed by Joe CarIn the meantime, the baron re
The other co-chairman is Frank were introduced before the entire
dinale as Master Builder Solness
ceives an invitation to Prince Orand Lynne Waterman in the role Dryden of California Institute of convention. The final elections
lofsky's ball, and, being a man
of Hilda Wangle, the influential Technology.
were held at the regional council
who loves parties, he talks the
During the coming year, Mari meeting, at which representatives
girl
who
brings
him
to
his
end.
local notary into postponing the
anne and Frank must act as co from each delegation voted for
They are supported by Nyla
jail term until one day after the
ordinators of all the local college the candidates selected by their
A semi-annual event in which
Marchese as Aline Solness, his
ball. The baron then rushes home
the COP student body and ad
delegations.
wife who is haunted by memories
and informs his wife Rosalinde
ministration takes much pride is
Marianne has been an active
that he is going to begin his eight- the initiation of a select group of and a house; Jim Atcherberg, por
member of the Y since she came
day jail sentence and then rushes juniors and seniors into the hon traying Herda, the doctor; Ted
Eliopoulos as Brovic; Jim Ander
to Pacific as a freshman. She has
off to the ball.
orary society Phi Kappa Phi.
son in the role of Ragnar; and
served as chairman of both the Y
While the baron is pn his way
The program of The Experi membership committee and Relig
The initiation ceremony will be Carol Fillmore as Kaia Fosle,
to the ball, Alfred, an ex-lgver of
ment
in International Living, an ious Emphasis Week. She was on
Solness'
secretary
who
loves
him.
performed
on
Sunday,
January
13,
Rosalinde, comes to call. While
educational organization which the steering committee during re
Alfred is there, the drunken jailer at 7:30 in the Anderson Social
Behind the scenes we find
sends students abroad to live in organization of the Y last sem
Frank comes to get the baron for Hall. New initiates and their ma Jerry Jensen, producer-director;
homes in foreign .countries, will ester and has worked on Y-sponjors
are
John
Corson,
pre-minishis eight-day stay in jail. He had
Carol Fillmore, assistant produ
be presented by Dr. Wilfred sored events such as WUS and
terial;
Mrs.
Barbara
Cutler,
edu
cer; Chuck Speake, assistant di
not been informed of the one-day
Mitchell, professor of psychol the Christmas Pageant. Recently
cation;
Stan
Daniel,
business
ad
rector; Julie Keast and Chuck
postponement of the jail sentence
ogy, in Room 210 of the Adminis chosen to be a member of Who's
and he seizes Alfred, thinking the ministration; Mrs. Edna Dyke, Eckart, art; and Jim Crockett and
tration Building on January 16 Who in American Colleges, Mar
education; Clarence Irving, Eng Joseph Torres, floor managers.
latter is the baron.
at 7:30 p.m.
ianne has'played an active part in
lish;
Ruby
Kim,
zoology;
Patty
Rosalinde, however, receives an
The play, in the typical Ibsen
The program should be of spe many other college activities, in
invitation to the Prince's mas Lou Lloyd, music; Dora Maupin, style, is quite good. All in all, it
cial interest to any students who cluding AWS, of which she is first
querade ball, too. Arriving at speech; Susan Vanderlaan, his promises to be an interesting hour
are planning to go to any of the vice-president, and CSTA, for
tory;
William
Bristow,
education;
the ball, Rosalinde s p o t s h e r
of entertainment. Be sure to countries of Europe or Latin which she is secretary. She has
husband; and, because she is dis- Alberta Fedler, education; and watch it!
America, or to the British Isles, served as president of Tau Kappa
quised, the baron makes love to Mrs. Janice Krahenbuhl, religious
India, or Japan this coming sum Kappa during the past semester
education.
her and gives her many presents.
and is a member of both Knolens
mer.
Is First Studio
The next morning Rosalinde con Directly following the ceremony,
For a quarter of a century The and Phi Kapa Phi.
fronts her husband with the evi a program has been arranged
Experiment has specialized in
Theatre Production
dence of the night before; and the featuring Miss Mona Fickry and
providing young people from
baron, a changed man, goes off Mr. Fuad Nahlas, who will dis
By BETTY McDONALD
some two score countries a unique
to prison to serve his eight days. cuss the present situation in the
and exciting international educa
The Pacific Studio Theatre cur
Under the direction of Dr. Lu Near East.
tional experience. This year The
tain will rise in February when
Experiment in the United States
Noah, a three-act play by Andre is celebrating its 25th anniversary
Miss Virginia Short, music in
Obey, is presented by Larry Boyd, with a program which will send
structor at COP and Stockton
student director.
80 groups of Americans to live College, is again heading a music
Jim Achterberg plays the part in homes and make friends in 20 and art tour of Europe for the
of Noah, a simple old man who countries throughout the world. summer of 1957.
By MEL NICKERSON
The Experiment, with offices in
grows lonely in his faith and who
Miss Short has traveled exten
Executive Manager,
pilots his craft safely to shore in Putney, Vermont, Santa Barbara, sively through Europe and has
Pacific Alumni Association
the midst of doubts and is rudely and many foreign countries, exists lived abroad for two years. She
for the sole purpose of making
The June commencement exer* to refresh rusty grads with cur deserted by the young folks the arrangements for students of dif headed a tour of Europe in 1955,
c'Se is a magnificent occasion rent facts of the day. In the sum moment they touch foot on land.
also.
ferent countries to live for short
when graduates
celebrate the mer, whole families gather at The other characters in the play periods of time in each other s The tour will included 46 days
completion of their college course. the annual Alumni Summer include the following; Mama, homes. In every family where in Europe, the group leaving New
Since 1851, when Pacific was Camp, where a week-long pro Nyla Marchese; Shem, Larry Pax- American students stay, there is York on July 4. Highlights of the
founded, approximately 10,000 gram is provided for them at ton; Ham, Jim Anderson; Japhet, a young person of the same age trip will be opera under the stars
Rich Cline; Norma, Carol Ann
graduates and former students Silver Lake in the Sierras.
in Verona and Rome, the music
Hawks; Sella, Pat Mohr; Ada, and sex to be the student's spe
have departed for post-collegiate REGIONAL ALUMNI GRADS
festivals of Salsburg and Baycial
host.
careers. Though they may be far In addition to the three major Elaine Garbolino; A Man, Ted
reuth, an evening of music in
aWay, they still keep in touch
annual events, the fun and fel Ray.
Vienna, the Folies-Bergere and
with their college.
GIVE TO THE POLIO DRIVE opera in Paris, ballet in London,
lowship among Pacific alumni is
The Pacific Alumni Association perpetuated through regional or Stockton Chorale To
a folk festival in Lucerne, and
Even though polio vaccine
maintains a full-time office on the ganizations. At present, there are
an evening gondola serenade in
Perform
January
15
has
eliminated
many
cases
of
campus under the direction of a 14 alumni chapters which hold
Venice.
the disease, there are still
. member council of former stu regular activities; and this num
A concert by the Stockton
Anyone who is interested in
dents which is headed by George ber is expected to increase each Chorale will be presented in the many afflicted people. Your
being a part of the tour may
contributions
will
aid
not
only
° aufuss, Class of 1939, of Napa. year.
Conservatory on Tuesday, Janu
these people but also the many obtain further information, in
mmni activities begin in the fall
ary 15, at 8:15 p.m.
research projects for the fight cluding costs, by contacting Miss
w*th Homecoming; this is fol- ALUMNI MAGAZINE
The chorale will feature musi
Short at the college or at 410-B
The
Pacific
Review
is
the
of
against polio.
°Wed in the spring by Alumni
cal compositions by J. Russell
East Walnut Street.
ficial
alumni
magazine.
It
goes
ay. which is a combination busiBodley, dean of the Conservatory.
(Continued
on
page
3)
ness meeting and faculty forum
By BURKE COVEN Y

Phi Kappa Phi Plans
To Initiate Sunday

International Living Is
Subject Of Program

NOAH

Miss Short To Head
Music And Art Tour

A STUDENT FOR FOUR YEARS
...AN ALUMNUS FOR LIFE
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Senate Bulletin
Board

OUR Y

By ELKINS

BY Dl

The last meeting of the PSA
Senate for the Fall Semester,
ANE O'ROURKE
convened in the Senate
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student AMOciation. 1956,
Hi, Kids! Here we are at the said, "Before you go to Asilomar
Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, Room at 7:00 last Monday even
under the Act of Morch 3, 1879.
start
of a new year and everyone you have problems and fear you
ing. The usual order of business
is
bubbling
over about their are an 'odd-ball.' After Asilomar,
Editor _
was altered so Mrs. Marjorie
Assistant Editor
J?6
Christmas vacation at Asilomar. you realize you are not an 'odd
Powell,
Athletic
Ticket
Manager,
George
Business Manager
—
Thompson
Bet* fda^f,°n could
explain the seating prob COP's delegation was the second ball,' but are like hundreds of
Managing Editor
largest at the conference, ex other students. We had a lot of
Society Editor
r>
f lem at the COP basketball games.
ceeded only by the University of serious bull-sessions, and we need
A1 Dattola
Sports Editor
—
.....Sue Hale After hearing an explanation of
Exchange Editor
California. Our delegation of 23 them here."
the
problem,
the
Senate
voted
to
Joan
Ulrich
Copy Editor
was the largest delegation we had
J.Patty Lou Lloyd allow no more than 400 students
Asilomar was not all fun and
Assistant Copy Editor
„.Kurt Cummings to every game. Being that all the ever sent, and Dr. Burns has said
*
Photographer
uuiu^iajjuci —
—
.
—
no
work. The theme of the conDr- Lawrence Osborne
Faculty Adviser
games are to be held in the gym that next year we could expect ference was "How Free Can We
to
send
at
least
35
delegates.
Reporters—Norman Bass, Helen Bemis, Joan Bender, Wes Brown, Chuck Chat- this was considered to be a fair
Be — to express, to relate, to
field, Bon Cochburu, B. Coveny, David Duvis, John Felix, Joyce Francis,
- Not only did we have quantity, believe, to doubt?" Dr. Ted Gill
Farrell Funston, Jan Gaston, ^Maurice Jones, Drew Juvinall, Jean Lewis, 1 om number of seats — the number
Marovich, Frank Montabana, Ellen Niles, John Nlsby, Ron Ohlmeyer, Mary being one-third of the entire stu we had quality. Marianne Tuttle
gave a platform address each
Rohweder, Donna Roth, Robert Roth, Matthew Russell, Patricia Soule, Anna
dent-body, in comparison to Cal of Tau Kappa Kappa was elected morning, and then the delegates
Steffens, John Thomas, Joan Villavicincio and Diana Wilkinson.
and San Jose who only allow one- co-chairman of the Pacific South broke up into "buzz groups." In
quarter of their student-body to west Regional Council of Student his addresses, Dr. Gill stressed
-EDITORIAL*
attend games. Students will have YMCA-YWCA's for 1957. Her co- the fact that we should feel free
Just a point of information—COP can be justly proud one week (up until noon of the chairman is Frank Dryden, a se to ask and to come to grips with
of its recent contribution to Hungarian -Relief by way of day of the game) in which to pick nior at California Institute of the ultimate questions that all of
us have. Although it is sometimes
its sacrifice dinner. In looking over a list of contributions up their tickets. Student Body Technology.
"Country Fair" was the theme
Cards must be presented when
from other schools (and most were bigger), COP stands well picking up tickets and also when for the carnival that was held at difficult to articulate these ques
in the contributions. Though larger contributions were made entering the game. As for the Asilomar to raise funds for tions, there was a great deal of
freedom of expression in the buzz
by some of the schools, COP's seems to have been on a more Fresno and Pepperdine games World University Service. Our groups. Some students violently
which will be held on Saturday, dart booth raised the most money, disagreed with Dr. Gill and some
personal basis, and we have no reason to hang our heads.
students
will have until 5 p.m. and our students were happy readily agreed with him. Each
•
In the mood for griping on a national level: everyone to pick up their tickets. Mrs. that they could help WUS in morning session generated a feel
Powell stressed the fact that some way^ Morrie Blumberg, re
is greatly concerned about Hungary, Poland, the Middle tickets will not be given to stu gional executive of WUS, spoke ing of concern and provided for
East, and Communism in general, and this is good, cer dents after 12:00 noon of the day to the delegates one night con animated discussion.
tainly. But we have a "small" situation in the United States of the game under any circum cerning the work of WUS in re- One of the most popular buzz
that would seem to deserve a great deal more worry and stances. The Senate hopes the en sponse to the Hungarian crisis. groups was "Dimensions in Ac
attention than it gets. This so-called small situation is the tire student body will cooperate There are 200,000 refugees, 3500 ceptance" dealing primarily with
race relations. Members of the
boiling cauldron of desegregation in the South. Some of in this matter. Average atten of whom are students. WUS is panel came from Georgia, Korea,
dance at games for students is providing food, shelter, medical
the higotted, uneducated "leaders" down there cannot seem around 250-300, so 400 seats assistance, and help in relocation Syria, Hawaii, New York, and
to see that they are working overtime on projCommunist should be more than enough for for these students. In a five-week China; and each person had a dif
the remainder of the season.
propaganda — and for free, too.
period, students in California ferent concept of race relations
ooWinners of the 1956 Band Frol raised $15,000 to help these refu in California. They discussed
Many thanks are in order to the good gremlin of the ic will be asked to perform for gees; and WUS has a re-location methods of how to better racial
Pacific Weekly office, who has been responsible for making the Celebration Banquet given in desk at Camp Kilmer, New Jer conditions on campuses first, and
then in the community. Other
it a much more comfortable and pleasant place. He won't honor of President Burns on his sey. By the way, "crisis" in Chi panels discussed "American For
tenth anniversary as President of nese means "danger-opportunity."
allow us to thank him personally so we take this method the College of the Pacific. This Sunday night, December 30, eign Policy" and "Freedom and
of doing so.
event will take place on Monday was Student Y Night. A group Commitment." This panel was
evening, February 25. It will be of delegates got together and pre something of a continuation of
a great honor for the winning sented a clever musical interpret the morning address.
COLLEGE WITH RELIGION
acts to perform for this signifi ing Asilomar and the Y, using
Friday, December 28, was
By CLARENCE IRVING
cant event, as well as an exciting many of the hit tunes from such World Relatedness night. A Kor
stage shows as "My Fair Lady" ean, an Egyptian, a Greek, and
FOR SALE OR SWAP—ONE 1956 WORLD. An excellent op evening for all concerned.
Future politicians keep April and "Oklahoma." Bill Beck of a Filipino discussed student prob
portunity for some savior. This 1956 world is in very bad condi
tion, with great infringements upon individual freedoms, personal 8-12 in mind, as those are the Archania was the narrator. If lems in their respective countries
security, fairness, and justice, especially in the areas of Hungary dates for nominations for student you can picture Band Frolic and gave their reasons for com
and Poland. Can also provide a particularly warm Middle East area. body offices for the next school then you have some idea of how ing to the United States. Tm
This area could be strong, but one Gamel Abdel Nasser prefers to year. The campaign will take much fun the musical was.
provided a wonderful opportuni y
Eleven students from Hawaii for other delegates to begin 0
be soldier rather than savior and refuses to negotiate with Israelis place from April 23-29. PSA elec
because of fear and race hatred. Can also offer a Far East ram tions will be held on April 30 and attended Asilomar. Their "main get to know these people.
land" friends, who had given them
pant with Communism. Also has many signs of decadence around May 1.
Thursday, February 7, will be financial aid by organizing a Bill Beck believes that Asilomar
France and England.
was the fullest experience that he
Will throw in one passive Democracy, especially several the Town Meeting Convocation. travel pool, profited greatly from has ever had. "I was intellectually
having
these
people
at
the
con
southern states, where tradition is more valuable than human life. This is an interesting and signifi
inspired, emotionally moved, an
This world can offer abundant signs of Godlessness. World War III cant event which all Pacific stu ference. A wonderful Hawaiian
program was staged one night. spiritually filled. I met with new
dents should attend.
near. Otherwise in excellent condition.
Have
you ever seen 300 people ideas and new people, and IE
Prefer a better world or what have you. Will throw in an
to know both — the f o r me
trying to learn how to hula?
atomic bomb or two, cheap. Terms. Would accept a revitalized Canterbury Club
through discussion and medi
Students
are
already
looking
Christianity. Phone HUmanity 1957.
forward to next year's confer tion, and the latter through
To Meet Sunday
ence. Mona Fikry certainly "can't work, discourse, and recreatio
And, of course, the scenery was
Canterbury Club plans to have wait." She enjoyed meeting peo
This is to acknowledge receipt in New York City, on the day of dinner at St. John's Church this ple from so many different col beautiful. Imagine running over
of your letter of December 17, "
' " *by us, "
'
its receipt
December
20. Sunday and then meet at one of leges and from 17 other nationali the sand dunes and dunking y°
containing a check from the stu From the National Office, the the member's homes to discuss ties. How often would she have toes in the ocean in the mid ^
dents of College of the Pacific, funds will be put to immediate plans for the proposed Canter the opportunity to meet a student of the Christmas season! Doesn
from Israel? Where else, but at it sound stimulating and exci
in the amount of $396.60, to be use in giving relief and assistance bury snow conference.
used for Hungarian student ref to these valiant fighters for free
Last week, the club members Asilomar? She also learned a new ing? Shall we see you there nexr
ugee relief.
dom.
participated in the Service of the expression . . . "Geezle, Peezle!"? year?
Connie Doyle finds herself
Morrie Blumberg, WUS Reg
COP students may well feel Feast Lights and then met for
"questioning facts and state STUDY GROUP:
ional Executive, will write to you proud of the part which they con dinner.
Thursday, February 7, Rever
ments made by our professors
in detail about the use of these sistently play in the program of
much-needed funds upon his re World University Service.
Father: And there, son, is the and others on campus. Most of end James Baird of the Firs
turn to this office next week. In
story of your dad and World War all, it forced me to question my Presbyterian Church will |ea_
Sincerely,
own beliefs and search my own the first in a series of discussion
the meantime, you may be inter
II.
about political responsibility 1
Miss Marsha Phelps
ested to know that your check
Son: Yes, dad, but why did faith.'
Sec. to Regional Executive they need the other soldiers?
was sent to our National Office,
The other night Jackie Chong modern society.

OPEN LETTER ABOUT SACRIFICE DINNER

PACIFIC'S OFFICIAL YEARBOOK WILL BE ON
r w i o w y a o w % k l l f l T T H E S T f l R T 0 F THE NEW SEMESTER

—
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

By RON OHLMEYER

Cj
tune*
.tfzo

He's still trying to pass Basic Composition

I sometimes wonder that wars
never have been fought over
dogs. Human beings get married,
go to work, worry about monthly
payments on the car and refrig
erator; they criticize the Demo
crats, Republicans, the Secretary
of State, the Communists, and the
Capitalists — pay taxes and die.
But it all seems rather feeble. I
After all, if you've been around
any time at all, you're certain to
know that it's a dog's world,
anyway.

please
care...

SEE YOU — IN PASSING!

Dr. Nietmann Returns
For Spring Glasses

hunger hurts!

from the makers of the genuine
A trip to Dutch'Flat on Febru
ary 15 and 16 has been planned
by the Pacific Ski Club.
The $2 dues must be paid to
Gail Hicker in West Hall before
final arrangements can be made.
Upon payment of the dues, the
members will receive "Pacific
Ski" patches, which can be worn
on their ski outfits.

• continuous
waistband

SEND $1 TO CARE. N.Y
OR YOUR LOCAL CARE OFFICE

• back-strap set
into darts
• tapered right

N E W

T t A K — same guy

send your clothes with me,
BOB NICHOLLS, Campus Representative

DRIVE-IN

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE,

Next to El Dorado School

^
Neat for every occasion
on the campus beat!
Superbly styled of finest
polished sheen cotton. 6.95
^ Ai your favorite store
MANUFACTURING

CO.

1242 Santee St. • Los Angeles 15
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Romantic Pacific Campus Sprinkled With Post-Christmas Pairings
Edle-Don

Rosemary-George

Cathy-Phil

Parties and People
By ELLIE NILES
Well, no parties, but lots of peo
ple returning from Christmas va
cation. I guess everyone had quite
a blast over the yule! ! A few are
still recuperating from New
Year's Eve; too bad we had to
come back New Year's Day. From
what I hear, Santy Claus was real
good to everyone! ! !
With those unmentionable fin
als coming up, the campus is go
ing to be pretty dead the next
couple of weeks; but things will
liven up next semester.
Everyone is pretty souped up
about registration. All those peo
ple who never get any mail have
tons of little manila envelopes
from the office — mostly bad
news, though, you know prices
for tuition and room and board
next semester! !
Well, I'm running out of point
less things to say, for there is no
life at COP. Study hard, kiddies! !

Pat Pettit Reveals
Pinning At S. Hall
Pat Pettit's pinning to Jack
Marden was announced at
South Hall housemeeting
Thursday, November 29.
The announcement was made
by the hall's housemother, Mrs
Rodginson, who read a poem and
then passed the traditional can
dle.

Pat is a freshman at Pacific
majoring in sociology. She is the
freshman representative and a
member of the house council.
Jack, a senior in Omega Phi,
is a physical education major. He
is secretary of Block P and an
active member of the track team.

Cathy Mackenzie's engagement
to Phil Hardymon was revealed
to the residents of Zeta Phi last
week when Annette Granger read
a modern version of The Night
Before Christmas entitled The
A special Honors Section of
Night After Vacation.
Cathy, a senior from Piedmont,
Basic Composition (English U)
is a music major. .She is a mem
is being established next semester
ber of Zeta Phi, Mu Phi Epsilon,
for the benefit of those who
scored exceptionally h i g h on
and the band.
Phil, a 1956 graduate of Pacif Dean Fereira Pinning
their English placement tests.
ic, was also a music major. He
The section, which will have a
Edle is an education major,
Told Alpha Theta Tau limited enrollment, will consist of
was
a
member
of
Phi
Mu
Alpha
working for her provisional at
and the band. Phil, who hails
Dean Fereira announced her work of a more advanced nature
night school.
from Stockton, is now serving pinning to Bob Giacomini on than that which will be done in
Don, a former football and
with the Army in New Jersey.
Thursday, January 3, at an A1 other sections. A majority of the
rugby player and affiliate of Ome
time will be spent on reading
pha Theta Tau dress dinner.
ga Phi, is now serving with the
material and on advanced writing,
The
announcement
was
made
Dorothy-Roger
Atmy.
by the passing of the traditional with little time to be spent on the
usual mechanics o f written
Dorothy Wilson's engagement candle.
English.
to
Roger
Abley
was
announced
at
Dean
is
a
junior
majoring
in
Sally-Tom
Miss Pierce will instruct the
Alpha Theta Tau's dress dinner elementary education.
last Thursday, January 3.
Bob is an agriculture major at three-unit course, which will meet
Mrs. Koerber, housemother, Davis. He is a senior and belongs for a two-hour period on Wednes
days from 3 to 4:50.
read a poem which revealed the to Phi Sigma Kappa.
Those who are eligible to take
event to Dorothy's sorority sis
the course will be invited to do
ters.
so by letter.
Dorothy is a senior English P A T T Y J O R D A N
major. She is social chairman R E V E A L S P I N N I N G
Patty Jordan's pinning to Bob
A tramp called at a home and
for her sorority.
Roger attended Sacramento Logan was announced at an Al asked for a handout.
"And how would you like a
Junior College and is now farm pha Theta Tau dress dinner on
Thursda'y, January 3.
nice chop," asked the kindly
ing in Courtland, California.
The announcement was made homemaker.
by the passing of the traditional
"That all depends," said the
Janice-John
tramp. "Is it pork, iamb or
candle.
Patty is a sophomore education wood?"
A floral centerpiece with the
Sally Black announced her en
names of the engaged couple an major.
gagement to Tom Hench at dress
Bob, a junior Phi Sigma Kappa
Kay Scheideman announced her nounced the engagement of Jan
dinner at Alpha Theta Tau on
ice Rodman and John Wright to at Davis, is majoring in agricul
engagement
to
Jerry
Mandel
at
December 13.
a Tau Kappa dress dinner on De a gathering of their friends at ture. He is secretary of his fra
The announcement was made cember 13.
the home of Dr. Lucas Underwood ternity.
by Alpha Thete's hashers, who
The announcement was made last Sunday.
were dressed as clowns and car by Mr-s. Costello, housemother,
Janice, who comes from Fall JACKIE TACCOGN A
ried balloons with clues inside of with the traditional roses and River Mills, is a senior music
them.
major. She is a member of Mu R E V E A L S P I N N I N G
candy.
Jackie Taccogna announced her
Sally is a junior elementary
Kay is a sophomore member of Phi Epsilon, Tau Kappa, the band,
pinning
to Tom Ferrari at
education major. She is a mem Tau Kappa and is majoring in Knolens, and is assistant director
South Hall housemeeting on Jan
of
the
opera.
ber of Alpha Thete, CSTA, and education. Last year she was a
John, who hails from Oakdale, uary 3.
the junior class council.
member of the band.
The announcement was made
is
a 1956 Pacific graduate in mu
Tom, a member of Omega Phi,
Jerry is a psychology student
by the hall's president, Tommy
is a junior business administra at East Contra Costa Junior Col sic. He was a member of Phi Mu
Alpha, Blue Key, the band, and Kay Hall, who read a poem and
tion major.
lege.
the orchestra. He is currently in then passed the traditional can
the Army and is a member of dle.
Jackie, a transfer from Mo
the US Military Academy band.
desto Junior College, is a junior
elementary education major. She
GEISLER-FELIX
FLOWERS FOR THE DANCE
is a member of Newman Club
PINNING TOLD
and a member of Nu Phi Mu
Jane Geisler's pinning to John sorority at Modesto.
•
Torn, also a transfer from Mo
Felix was announced at a West
Hall housemeeting on January 3. desto Junior College, is now at
10% DISCOUNT WITH
The announcement was made tending Sacramento State where
by Margot Maier, former COP he is majoring in law enforce
student and close friend of ment. He is a member of New
STUDENT BODY CARD
DESIGNED FOR DUNKERS
Jane's. Margot read a poem, after man Club.
—A new twist in the dough
which the lighted candle she
nut field is an added twist o
ON CASH PURCHASES
held was given to Jane.
Zeta Phi Pledg es
dough on the doughnut. The
Jane is a junior education ma
extra bit of dough is design
jor from San Jose. She was Formally Initiated
ed to form a handle on tn
president of West Hall during
•
Zeta Phi formally initiated its conventional doughnut s
summer session and was also the
ee
sophomore class representative. fall pledge class at a ceremony that "dunkers" can K P
from
burning
their
finger
John is from Haarlem, Nether held in Morris Chapel last Sun
while dipping their delicacy
lands. He is an Omega Phi sopho day.
New members of the sorority in the hot coffee. Now being
more majoring in physical edu
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE
cation. He is the honorary cap are Jean Avery, Marcia Boisen, dunked at a restaurant at
HO 2-6550
tain of the All-California Junior Carol Sharp, Mary Ann Peck, San Francisco, the dough
College Water Polo League and Olive Nelson, Judy Lemos, Mari nuts with handles are ex
is a sports reporter for the Paci lyn Peterson, Joan Forst, and El pected to make a big hit witn
addicts around the country^
eanor Norton.
fic Weekly.

Edle Hansen announced her en
gagement to Don Cornell at an
Epsilon dress dinner on January
3.
The engagement was previous
ly announced at Don's home in
Inglewood and at the "house of
Edle's sister in Stockton. The an
nouncement at Epsilon was made
by the passing of violets with
clues.

Rosemary Ash and George
Tchobanoglous announced their
engagement recently.
The announcement was made
at dress dinner at Epsilon on
January 3. Carolyn Martin read
a poem while Mrs. Conner, house
mother, pulled a bucket, in which
the ring and the names of the
couple were found, out of a wish
ing well.
Rosemary is a senior educa
tion major. She is a past Spur,
secretary of her sorority, social
chairman of the "Y," and a mem
ber of CSTA.
George, an Omega Phi senior,
is an engineering major. He is a
member of the Engineering Club
and Blue Key and is organiza
tions commissioner.

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP

Basic Comp To Have
New Honors Section
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.HDALINE'S lUlSDOM

FOR SOPHISTICATES

pear Addy,
The time has come again when
every young lady's fancy turns to
thoughts of the PanHell Formal.
Along with all the confusion of
registration and finals, I must
worry about who to ask, what to
wear, or just whether not to go
at all. Maybe you could help me
solve this problem.
Sorority Sara
Dear Sorority Sara,
By all means, go to the PanHell
Formal! That is the time when
the pledges from all three houses
on sorority circle are presented
into COP society. There are many
eligible boys who are very much
interested in going, so don't de
lay — ask one today!
Dear Addy,
I had a big sister last semester.
We went to the Bil-Lil' Sister
Party; and, to tell the truth, I
really didn't like her much. She
was sort of a fish. Do I get a new
one, or do I have to go with this
same slob to this semester's
party?
Lil' Sis
Dear L.S.,
I'm afraid you're stuck. The
second semester freshmen get
new sisters, but you old timers
go with the ones you had before.
That is, if they don't think you're
a fish and decide they're sick that
night.

"It's Three O'clock In the Morning — "
"The party's over" is a phrase
well-remembered by a good many
South Hall lasses as the carefreeness and festivity of the Christ
mas holidays becomes a thing of
the past and the black and white
print of each "delightful" text
book creates a cause for concern.
Throughout the coming week,
it should not be a surprise to find
the "old gas lights burning"
(which by the way, have been re
placed by the more up-to-date
electric lights) far into the wee
hours of the a.m.

all the young lady pledges now.
We're wondering how they're
feeling about this time . . . Con
gratulations to Barbara "Bibble
Hamilton on doing a wonderful
job at her recital last Sunday afternoon . . . The basketball team
is on its way to a good season af
ter the victory over Loyola Satur
day night ... Is anyone able to
find ANY classes to take next
semester? . .. Congratulations on
the engagements: Edley Hansen
Beneath the trusty desk
and Don Cornell, Posie Ash and lamp or the glaring overhead light
George T. from Epsflon, and bulb will rest an open lesson (pro
Dorothy Wilson and Roger Abley fessors, please take note: the book
from Alpha Thete. Also congrat has at last been "cracked"). Rap
ulations to Patty Jordan and Bob idly the pages disappear, as what
Logan on their pinning ... Relax, should have been learned weeks
members of the Pacific Ski Club! ago seeps slowly and — many find
the snow is finally coming . . . -— with a great amount of diffi
It was a dateless weekend at West culty into that stubborn cranium.
Hall . . . The Archites think the
Not only will the lights shine
freshman girls are immature and
silly. Well, "old boys, you were bright in each girl's room, but
really mature at the Hardin-Sim- the previously unpopulated third
mons game!" . . . Goodie, goodie, floor "study halls" are bound to
become just that. The lucky one
how's your box? . . .
who finds it possible to "hit-thesack" at a fairly reasonable hour
(approximately one a.m.) and
Dr. Runion Attends
who also has the fortune of bed-

Speech Convention

DATA FROM
THE DEANS

Dr. Howard L. Runion of Pa
cific's speech department attend
ed the national meeting of the
Speech Association which was
held in Chicago, Illinois, on De
By JAN GASTON
cember 27-30.
Ad-libs
Dr. Runion, who is noted as a Dean of Women
And did you have a Merry speech correction expert , was
Dean Catherine Davis has an
Christmas and a HAPPY New chairman of the committee on ad nounced that living houses on
Year? . . . Hell Night is over for ministrative policies.
campus will remain open for resi
dence during the period between
semesters. However, for women,
regular AWS hours will be in
force.

SUPPORT

YOUR CAMPUS

POLIO DOIVE
In spite of the fact that
prevention is almost sure,
there are those who were stricken
prior to the development of vaccine

PLEASE CONTRIBUTE NOW!

Meal tickets expire with dinner
Friday evening, January 25, and
the new tickets become effective
with breakfast Monday morning,
February 4. If a student remains
on campus between these dates he
must be responsible for purchas
ing his own meals. Miss Knauf
has stated that she will keep the
dining service open if there is
sufficient demand. Meals for the
full nine days would cost $20.25.
Would all students, therefore,
please notify Miss Knauf imme
diately of their intention to re
main so that it may be deter
mined if there is sufficient need
for keeping the dining hall open.
This is very important and should
be taken care of immediately.
Dean of Men
The dean's office wishes_ to
contact all students who have
dropped recently or plan to drop
enrollment in COP at the end
of the semester.
Dean Edward Betz has an
nounced that this matter is of
great importance to the office in
many ways. It is hoped that in
finding out the student's reason
for dropping, unfavorable condi
tions can be improved for the wel
fare of other students. If the
cause of the student's departure is
serious problem, the dean may
be able to advise and help him
in his important decision.
Knowing the exact number of
students who do not expect to
return to Pacific can be a great
aid to the administration. Keeping
records straight is vitally im
portant.

ding down on the third floor
sleeping porch may find it some*
what of a problem to attain im
mediate slumber. More than like
ly, there will be frequent openings
of the "study hall" door and
thumping feet as some luckless
soul pads downstairs for another
refreshing cup of what one hopes
will be STEAMING black coffee.
Out of the tap, though, it just
isn't too hot!
The above description undoubt
edly applies to the very near fu
ture state of not only South Hall
occupants but the entire student
body. Needless to say, any form
of solace will be welcomed by any
and all. Have a heart, learned in
structors; I, too, am among the
weary!

COP Debaters Meet
Sacramento Squad
Carol and Priscilla Guezec rep
resented the COP forensic squad
in a debate with two members of
the Sacramento State College de
bate squad en Tuesday.
The purpose of the debate be
tween the two Pacific women and
the two Sacramento State men
was to stimulate interest in de
bate at Sacramento State.
The two teams debated the
current national debate resolu
tion, "Resolved that the United
States should discontinue direct
economic aid to foreign coun
tries."
— Patronize Our Advertisers —
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TI GERS WIN ONE, LOSE ONE
IN OPENING 1957 CBA GAMES

PACIFIC TO MEET
BRONCOS TONIGHT

KNOW YOUR
TIGERS

Former Tigers Now
Playing Pro Football
By D. HELBERT

University of Santa Clara's
COP's ex-gridders have made
Broncos, the surprises of the
good in pro ball. Yes, we have
Pacific Coast basketball front,
seven former football stars play,
come to COP today.
ing professional football at the
The, Broncs will be coming to
present time, and all are regulars."
Pacific with a creditable record
They are Clyde Conner, 49ers';
against such cage powers as
Tom McCormick, 49ers'; Duane
UCLA, Arizona State, and her
Putnam, L.A. Rams; Gene Cronalded Seattle U. In Chicago at the
in, Detroit Lions; Eddie LeBaron,
Chicago Classic Tournament, the
Washington Redskins; Fred Mil
Broncs met (and lost to) the
ler, Washington Redskins; and
Olympic basketball team headed
Bert Delavan, Chicago Cardinals.
by Bill Russell, an All-American
while playing for USF.
Clyde Conner, former COP bas
The Broncs have had no soft This week's "Tiger of the ketball and football star, earned
touches in the clubs they have Week" is sophomore Don Cock- himself a first berth on the San
met thus far. They opened against burn.
Francisco 49ers' team and did a
Arizona State of the Border Con
Don attended Sir Francis Drake splendid job there as a rookie end
ference and handled the Sun Dev High School in Marin County. this year. Called the "second Harils 61-47. Next on the ladder were While at "Drake," Don lettered lin Hill" by Eddie Alberts, Clyde
the defending PCC champions, for three years in basketball, for is expected to be one of the great
UCLA, and in this one the young two in swimming, and for one in est ends in pro ball.
Broncs ran the race-horse Bruins track. In his senior year, Don was
The Detroit Lions grabbed Gene
into two overtime periods before All-League Basketball for the sec
Cronin, and he is now playing
going down, 58-60.
ond straight year and also was first string defensive tackle. Inci
Highly-ranked Seattle and All- honored as third string All-North dentally, Uncle Sam wants Gene,
America candidate Elgin Baylor ern California at the pivot slot.
too; and so, on the 14th of this
followed. The Broncs dropped the
In track, Don ran the 220-yard month, the Lions will have to re
first meeting, which they figured dash in 22 seconds. The previous
linquish him to the service for
they should have claimed, 44-47. two years, he swam the 100-yard
two years.
Then they dug deep into the well
Last Friday night, the College Tigers played Loyola from Los of desire to come up with the backstroke in 1:11.
Fred Miller, who played tackle
Don played freshman basket
of the Pacific basketball team Angeles in the Tiger gymnasium super effort and bombed the
for
two years with Eddie LeBar
ball for Pacific last year under
opened its 1957 edition in the before a capacity crowd. This be Chieftains, 85-76.
on for the Washington Redskins,
"Lefty"
Stern.
He
averaged
15
California Basketball Association came one of the most exciting
In the Seattle series, Coach points a game during the season. is now playing ball in the Canadi
with a game against the St.
Bob Ferrick found what he had He is now playing his first year an League.
and
amusing
games
the
Tigers'
Mary Gaels in Moraga.
LeBaron is still playing with
have ever played and will ever been looking for at the outset of of varsity ball.
The Tigers lost this game after
the season, a starting team. He's
Don is interested in athletics, the Redskins. Eddie, one of the
play.
an overtime period, 73-67; but the
got it now in sophomore Forward but he hopes to become affiliated smallest quarterbacks in pro foot
game was much more exciting, as It took the Loyola Lions only Jerry Bachich (6' 3"); Team Di in business as a personnel direc ball, started out the year like a
it ended in a tie, 65-65.
about 5 seconds to open the score rector and Forward Dick Gari tor later on.
"house-a-fire" until he was side
The Tigers were behind 8-0 with a lay-up by Garnette Brown; baldi (6' 4"), the gut-guy of the
lined with a leg injury.
before they even knew "what but the Tigers came back 25 Broncs; Center Rich Montogom- Intramural Basketball
Bert Delavan is the only COP
was coming off," as the Gaels' seconds later to tie the game with ery (6' 7"); and guards Gary Gillplayer
on the Chicago Cardinals
press really kept them down on a jump shot by Dave Klurman. mor (6' 0") and sophomore Jim Now On The Boards
roster, for whom he is first string
From
then
on
the
Tigers
started
Taylor
(6'
1").
This
is
the
unit
their own half. The Tigers came
By DAVE DAVIS, JR.
offensive tackle.
back to tie the game at 23-23, and to roll like they should; and which kicked out the barn door
scores
by
Davis,
Flaig,
and
Thom
to
stampede
over
the
Seattles.
Hey, there, you intramural bas Tom McCormick plays with
then they trailed again 59-52 with
as brought the score to 10-2 be
ketball fans! This is just a small Clyde Conner for the 49ers. He
7 minutes left in the game.
fore the Lions scored again. This
column to let you know how the alternates at halfback and full
Now the Tigers showed that
time the Tigers stayed ahead, al
first round of the intramural back positions. He waS* first with
they knew how to play basket
though the Lions came close, 16basketball went. The sports staff the Giants, then with the Rams,
ball, too, and kept the Gaels
14, before the first quarter was
of the Weekly was very worried and is now with the 49ers', where
scoreless while they scored 8
over.
that individual scoring statistics he is making a name for himself.
points to go ahead. Scoring were
During the first half, the Ti "College of the Pacific gained couldn't be relayed to you, but
Duane Putnam has been play
Thomas, Klurman, and Davis in
gers played a very good game; more recognition for football in only the team score is kept by of ing with the L.A. Rams since 1950.
this rally.
and, on offense as well as de this one game than they did all ficials working the intramural He has made All-Pro for the last
Then, however, Dave Davis
fense, Ken Flaig and John Thom last football season" was the way games.
4 years and is the outstanding
fouled out with 5 minutes left as excelled. It was not until the one unidentified reporter ex
There are three leagues which
in the game, and this proved to Tigers were ahead 30-20 that pressed the jobs done by Paci individual teams can enter, de lineman in the professional cir
be a capital loss for the Tigers. Coach Van Sweet put in his re fic's two representatives, John pending on how strong the team cuit.
Other former COP football play
The Gaels came back; but they serves. The first one to score Nisby and Galen Laack, in the is. These three leagues are, Coast
couldn't get ahead to stay, as the was Don Cockburn, who answered annual East-West Shrine Game League, National League, and the ers who have played pro ball in
the last few years are Lowell Her
Tigers tied them at 65 each.
American League.
his entree with a jump shot. He on December 24.
bert, Green Bay Packers; and Ed
Both
players
turned
in
magni
During the overtime period, scored once more before the first
Play started last Thursday
die Macon, Bob Moser and Tiny
John Thomas fouled out with 3 half was over. Jim Choate, who ficent performances. It was these night, January 3, at 7:00, with the
Campora, all for the Chicago
two
fellows
who
kept
springing
minutes left, and the score tied came in with a few minutes left
Quonsets man-handling Omega
Bears. Macon, a speedy halfback,
at 67-67. Then Odell Johnson in the first half, scored 6 points Jon Arnett, USC's great All- Phi by a score of 43-17 in the
played Canadian ball last year.
American,
loose
around
the
East's
scored six points for the Gaels before the half-time buzzer
American League. The Quonsets
A. D. Williams is now in the
defensive end. Both were starters seem to have the strongest team
and thus won the game for his sounded.
service but previously was with
and both played the whole game of all.
team.
The second half saw a Tiger
In the National League, North the L.A. Rams. Another COP foot
Johnson was the game's top team that out-hustled the oppo on offense. This, in itself, was
quite
a
tribute
to
the
athletic
Hall
won by forfeit over Rhizom- ball star was Dick Batton, who
scorer with 29 points — eight nents in almost all the depart
played with the Cleveland Browns
baskets from the floor and 13 free ments. Ken Flaig was very good ability of two of Pacific's great- ia.
est.linemen.
In the Coast League, Phi Delta until he hurt his leg and was
throws out of 15 tries. Top scor when he lost the ball, ran back
Laack had the job of playing Chi lost to Archania by a score forced to retire.
ers for the Tigers were Dave to take the ball back again, and
As you can see, COP has done
Davis with 23, John Thomas with scored. The last quarter saw across from Jim Parker, the two- of 18-13, and Omega Phi lost to
17, and Dave Klurman with 15. Dave Klurman in top condition, time All-American from Ohio the North Hall Cubs by a score of a tremendous job in grooming
football players for pro ball.
Ken Flaig, playing guard for the and he stole the hearts of all pres State. Parker, who weighs 28-33.
first time, Dave Klurman went ent with his beautiful steals and around 260, had about a 40-pound
weight advantage over Laack;
all the way for the Tigers.
passes, scoring many points but, by the end of the game, you
The next night, Saturday, the himself, in addition.
would have thought that it was
Location
Opponent
Date
Laack who was the All-American
Pacific
Pavilion
Jan. 11 Santa Clara
and Parker the unknown from
Reno
Jan. 26 Nevada
the Coast.
San
Jose
Civic
Jan. 29 Santa Clara
Nisby played across from Jack
ALIVE
Pacific Pavilion
Feb. 1 San Jose State
Hobart, Pennsylvania's All-Ameri
Pacific Pavilion
Feb. 2 Fresno State
can; he didn't know that his op
. . . d u r i n g dead week
Pacific Pavilio"
Feb. 6 U.S.F.
ponent was an All-American,
Chico
Feb.
9
Chico
State
— AT —
however, until one of the other
Spartan
Gym
Feb. 12 San Jose State
ball players told him after the
Kezar
Feb. 15 U.S.F.
game. Nisby thought that he had
Pacific Pavilion
Feb. 16 Pepperdine
played against a lot stronger boys
Pacific Pavilion
Feb. 26 St. Mary's
on the Tiger team this last year,
YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —
Loyola Gym
March 1 Loyola
Sportsman's Parl<
March 2 Pepperdine
Fresno Gym
Patronize Our Advertisers — March 5 Fresno State

Laack-Nisby Star
In East-West Game

Basketball Schedule

LOOK

THE END ZONE

!
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COP Frosh Win Again

College of the Pacific freshmen
1. What player was voted out
won their second basketball game
standing
player
in
this
year's
Behind every athletic team
against the St. Mary's frosh, 70
there
is a group known as the Shrine football game?
to 52, recently.
STII^ INFANTILE 1957 brings with it a goodbye to the exfi2. What former coast basket
tag football season and the players that made it great Padfic managers. It is their job to see
ball player is burning up the pro The game was a close affair
that
each
player
has
his
proper
had its own share of victories and stars; and, though the goalof
basketball league?
during the first half, which ended
quitenbrfght. 8635011 *** "0t °btained' the °UtI°°k for
is
3. What player currently is lead with the Tigers trailing by two
ing the California Basketball As points. With the start of the sec
ond half, Leroy Wright moved
sociation in scoring?
However, football fades rapidly into limbo and
from
center to forward and re
the murky fog of Stockton while the nation's
4. What boxer just lost his
peatedly
hit long set shots from
greatest spectator sport takes over for a spell.
championship?
outside. Goodwin was effective
Basketball, with its speed, precision, and killing
5. What big league player just with his deadly jumpshot, and
pace, is semi-booming at COP on the basis of a
quit professional baseball ?
both Wright and Goodwin con
good team with better potential who rest on a
6. What COP football player nected with their shots from the
so-so record so far this year.
just had an operation?
line.
DROPPING FOUR GAMES on their northern swing over Christ
7. What great player for the
Neil Stafford and Norman Bass
mas vacation, the Tigers played the California Golden Bears before
Detroit Hons recently paid our rebounded well, and Captain Bob
a crowd spattered with a number of Pacific students. The classy
campus a visit?
Downum played his usual good
Bears, spurred on by stellar guard Earl Robinson, smeared the
8. What basketball team is now •floor game.
Stocktonians- all over the court, with the result a 38-9 halftime
Number One in the country?
The next frosh game will be to
score. At that point the Bengals crawled into a shell and never equipment and to generally see
9. Who won the Hula Bowl night against the Santa Clara
that
everything
is
kept
in
good
bothered to get out.
shape.
game between the pros and the frosh here.
After losing to St. Mary's in the league opener and lulling
For the past eight years, the college football players in Hono
their fans into a feeling of solemn despondency, Van Sweet's quin College of Pacific has had a lulu?
tet 1 oared back to humiliate Loyola 84-67 as they looked like the young man by the name of Har 10. Who followed Bill Russell
same speedy Tigers that started off the season with five straight vey Girsh to help take care of the in scoring last year in the Cali
/
wins.
football and basketball teams. fornia Basketball Association?
By STEVIE CHASE
John Thomas, Dave Davis, and Dave Klurman got hot and Eight years ago, Harvey was 11. Which of COP'S coaches is
The face In this picture is un
stayed that way, while Ken Flaig and Don Cockburn proved they managing the Stockton High bas the fifth leading ground gainer
doubtedly familiar to you. It be
are real hustlers and top team men.
ketball team and was asked to in football history at UCLA?
help out the college. Harvey joy 12. Who does COP play in bas longs to sports editor A1 Dattola.
IN CASE YOU HADN'T NOTICED, the cold weather is here fully accepted and has been with ketball tonight?
Those of you who are recent ar
to stay for a while, which means snow in the mountains, which the Tigers ever since.
rivals at COP (within the last
Answers
means ski outings on the weekends.
1.
John
Brodie
of
Stanford
Harvey was born here in Stock
2. Bill Russell of USF
Naturally, there seems to be some sort of cult at Pacific which ton and was graduated from
3. Dave Davis of COP with an
thfives on a pair of well-waxed slats and a smooth downward slope. Stockton High School. His love
I, personally, can t picture squandering a weekend and money be for sports has brought his inter average of 19 points per game.
4. Middleweight Sugar Ray
sides just to tumble headlong over a cliff with a couple splintery est to be near the game and close
boards for balance and the undertakers drooling over my every to the players. Harvey's favorite Robinson.
move.
5. Jackie Robinson of the
games are football, basketball,
Brooklyn Dodgers
But skiing is fun (just ask A1 Autentico).
and baseball.
6. Dick Bass. He had an opera
Harvey's hardest job is taking
. SEE WHERE THE PCC has stepped in on the power of those
tion on his knee.
care
of
the
football
team.
Long
Foundering Fathers, the university presidents, and tossed some
7. Gene Cronin.
before the players arrive for a
more sand in the oatmeal. This time it was a ridiculously stupid
8. Kansas, with Wilt "the Stilt"
game or practice, Harvey is busy
maneuver concerning the subsidization of athletes again. But by
shining shoes, changing cleats, or Chamberlain.
now the whole mess is so confused that a nuclear physicist couldn't
9. The pros, 52 to 21.
making sure that everyone has
untangle the formulas and theories they've laid out for the smooth
10.
John Thomas of COP.
a clean pair of socks. Out at prac
functioning (hah!) of the conference. If this doesn't add more fuel
three years) may not be aware
tice he passes out colored shirts 11. Skip Rowland.
to the withdrawal fire being kindled by USC and UCLA, then
12.
Come
to
the
game
and
find
that
A1 was a prominent gridiron
for scrimmages and can be called
nothing will:>
'
personality back in the seasons
upon at any time to render some out.
1952 and 1953, when he appeared
Maybe COP shelters some distant idea about joining the coast service. After the game or prac
as first string halfback on the
conference under certain conditions and if the opportunity should tice, long after the players have
Nisby, Bass Named
Tigers' fighting varsity.
arise; but, under the way things are set up now with the member gone, Harvey is still hard at work,
schools, to join under the present assinine laws would be like now picking up towels and clean On Methodist Team
Al, a native of Pittsburg, Penn
refusing a hot buttered rum on a cold night because the butter ing the floor.
sylvania,
moved to California and
COP's John Nisby and Dick
was really margarine.
You all have had a better Bass have been selected on the began his football career at Mark
chance to watch him, though; he first team of the 1956 All-Ameri- Keppel High School in Alhambra.
can be found at any of the Tigers' can Methodist football team as He furthered his education at
basketball games, always ready listed in Together, the official Pasadena City Junior College,
and waiting with a cool towel for publication of the Methodist where he performed in the Jun
ior Rose Bowl and assisted in
some tired player.
Church.
spurring his team to "an exciting
Fred Russell, sports editor of
The annual meeting of the in appointed for that purpose in
"Freddy," his mother scolded, the Nashville Banner, selected 28-26 victory over Tyler, Texas.
tercollegiate football rules com 1898 by the newly formed Big "when you saw baby drinking the the squads, naming Tom Flores
In 1954 he found himself in a
mittee, which will assemble in Ten Conference, Mr. Stagg rec jnk, why didn't you do some on the third team.
new uniform, the khaki of Uncle
New Orleans on January 14, 15, ommended a complete overhaul thing?"
To qualify for the All-Methodist Sam. He was a member of the
16, will once more be graced by ing of the code. The basis of the
"I did," Freddy replied. "I made team, players need not belong to Ford Ord National Service Cham
the presence of that "grand old modern game of football that we him eat a blotter."
the Methodist Church, but must pions for two years.
man of football" — Amos Alonzo know today is due t& his sugges
Last September, Al, who will
attend a Methodist-related school.
Stagg. Mr. Stagg and his wife tions that were accepted and
There's only one thing wrong
Others featured on the team graduate in June, returned to
left Stockton by train yesterday printed in the rules book of 1898. with the younger generation. A were Jim Brown, shifty Syracuse COP to complete his education as
to attend the meeting.
Although he was invited to join lot of us don't belong to it any halfback; Jon Arnett, USC tail a business major.
The rules rulers will be gather the rules committee at that time, more.
back who shone in his abbrevi
Al has recently been seen cast
ing for the 53rd time since Mr. it was not until 1904 that Mr.
ated season; and C. R. Roberts, ing an eye on a cute young lady
Stagg became affiliated and, as Stagg could find, time to make
block-busting Trojan fullback.
in Epsilon.
the only living member of the the trip to New York and join in
original rules ruling group which the deliberation. It was twelve
first met in New York in 1906, years later that the NCAA took
Mr. Stagg will be making his over the rules job and they've
silver anniversary trip to the been handling it ever since.
conclave. He was forced to skip
Mr. Stagg is going to New Or
in 1953 and '54 for health reasons leans with an open mind on the
and in '55 due to the illness of
• HOODED GREY
rules and, along with the other
Mrs. Stagg.
members of the committee, he
• WHITE ZIPPERED
This year, however, the 94- will consider whatever recommen
year-young dean of the gridiron dations are presented by the
• COP AND PLAIN
coaches, is attending with all of American Football Coaches Asso
the fervor that his life member ciation.
The WOLF
• RAINCOATS — plain and colored
ship in the organization inspires.
In a statement issued Wednes
This
U
the
prowler, the rogue of
In reality, Mr. Stagg has had a day Mr. Stagg exclaimed, "The
the road, the cruising Casanova. He
"and in the making of practically game is too good as it stands to
may be middle-aged, bald and a little
every rule that is now in the foot be tampered with. There is usual
winded. But he's giving every babe
ball book.
the eye, regardless. If he'd react to a
ly a lot of stuff sent in for con
stop light like he does to a doll, he'd
Before the turn of the century sideration but we are not in
be a dream driver instead of a traf
jhe regulations were so obsolete clined to upset things. The
fic nightmare.
"On the Campus For You"
that changes were a dire neces- changes will be largely clarifica
NATIONAL SAFCTY COUNCIL
s'ty. As chairman of a committee tion of the wording in the rules."

(Fasel, that is)

By MATT RUSSELL

Sports Editor

Amos Alonzo Stagg Will Again
Attend Football Rules Session
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WHERE ARE YOU GOING?
1

For majors in electrical/ mechanical
or aeronautical, engineering and
related fields.
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Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-E
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

For majors in physics or engineering physics.

if you are just starting college in the "Class of I960,
we suggest that you take a long look at where you are going.
E
Know, don't guess, what is offered by fields like engineering and
VEN

science, finance, marketing and relations. Too often young
people discover late in their senior year that they can't qualify
for the career of their choice. Why be caught short? Selecting a
career and knowing what is expected will make it possible for
you to prepare for it now. Many graduates will find then place
with industry.
General Electric is typical of many large industrial concerns.
We employ over 27,000 college graduates from nearly 700 differ
ent colleges and universities. And our future, as the future of any
progressive company, hinges on these people. Young men and
women that have initiative, analytical and creative ability will
make progress with industry. If you are interested, write for
information about one or more of the programs listed on this
page. These are the principal doorways to success at General
Electric. The booklets can also be found at most college place
ment bureaus in a binder entitled "Career Information."

For majors in engineering.

For majors in English, journalism,
public relations, advertising, mar
keting, economics, engineering and(
fine arts.

For majors in accounting/ business
administration, finance, economics#
mathematics and liberal arts.

Write to: Business Training
Department 25'B
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Far majors in chemistry, metal
lurgy and chemical, ceramic or
metallurgical engineering.
, -w. Opportunities for

Opportunities for
Physics Graduates

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-P
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5. N. Y.

7

For majors in engineering, business,
or liberal arts who have completed
graduate work in business admin
istration.

Write to: Marketing Services
Department 25-M
General Electric Company
570 Lexington Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Chemical and Metallurgical Graduates

Write to: Technical Marketing
Department 25-S
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
For majors in mechanical, electrical
or industrial engineering and quali
men with
non-technical
fied
degrees.

Write to: Manufacturing Training
Department 25-M
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Write to: Advertising and Sales Promotion
Department 25-A
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

For majors in physics, chemistry,
metallurgy and electrical, chemical
or mechanical engineering.

Write to: Technical Personnel Placement
Department 25-N
General Electric Company
Richland, Washington

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

G E N E R A L i H ) ELECTRIC

Write to: Engineering Recruiting
Department 25-C
General Electric Company
Schenectady 5, N. Y.
For young men interested in
shop operations and the eco
nomic and social forces facing
industry.

